
Wild Learning Project 

African Safari Lesson Plan 

OBJECTIVES:   
 
Students will learn about African animals and how they are adapted to life in grassland savannas. 
Students will learn how different animal coverings and patterns can help both predators and prey. 
Students will learn a few ways prey animals stay safe and how different predators hunt. 
 

PROGRAM LENGTH: 
45 minutes to 1 hour 

 

VOCABULARY: 
Diet      Shelter  Space Habitat  
Camouflage 
Adaptation 

Tracks Prey Predator 

 
STORY TELLING (10 MIN):   
“Safari, So Good!” By Bonnie Worth or “Sleepy Cheetah” by Mwenye Hadithi and Adrienne Kennaway 

 

STORY DISCUSSION (10 MIN):   

Focus on the grassland savanna habitat and how animals stay safe and find food. We will discuss animal 
coverings and how they can keep an animal safe and how animals can live in a group or hide 
underground to stay safe. We will focus on the cheetah and how they stay safe and hunt for food. 

Have animal coverings and pattern examples for students to match. Ex. Cheetah vs. Leopard spots, 
Zebra, Giraffe. You can have a station where students match the animal (a photo or figurine) to large 
photo of the pattern or find photos online of hidden animals that use camoflauge and students must find 
the hidden animal. Camofluge can help prey hide and predators sneak up on their prey. 

Topics & NC Science Essential Standards: Study ways organisms move (K.P.1.2), living vs. 
nonliving characteristics (K.L.1.2), plant & animal basic needs (1.L.1.1), how animals meet their basic 
needs in NC & other habitats (1.L.1.2), summarize basic needs of animals for energy & growth 
(1.L.2.2) 

 



CHEETAHS:  BUILT FOR  SPEED (ADAPTATION METAPHORS ) (10 MIN):  

This is a metaphor/symbols activity. I like to do this activity in circle time with a large picture of a 
cheetah to reference. I use a bag to hold all of the metaphor items and have students take turns pulling a 
metaphor item out of the bag. I then ask each student what they think the item represents on the 
cheetah. Then I open the question up to the group. See metaphor items below. 

 

AFRICAN ANIMAL OLYMPICS (15 TO 20 MIN) 

See game instructions below 

 

AFRICAN SAFARI  ACTIVITY (10 MIN):  
Materials: Binoculars (real or make them from toilet paper rolls), 
clipboards, African Safari worksheet, writing utensil, photos of African 
wildlife (see animals on African Safari Worksheet) 

Before the students arrived for the day, tape 12 animal photographs all 
around the room at eye level. 

Give each student a clipboard, African Safari Worksheet, and binoculars 
(real or toilet paper rolls). Explain to students that they will be going on 
safari to find African animals. Students will need to use their binoculars 
to spot animals and record them with a checkmark on their worksheet. 
Before you start you may want to talk about how students need to be 
quiet while on safari as to not frighten the animals away.  

Students can spread out around the room to begin their safari or you can go as a group in one big safari 
car. Make sure that students are marking the animals they spot on their worksheet as they go. 

Idea for this activity and photo from: Play to learn Preschool, https://playtolearnpreschool.us/?s=african 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BACKGROUND:  
Basic Facts about Grassland Savannas and African Wildlife 

Grasslands or prairies have a wide variety of animals inhabiting them. These animals are adapted to 
open plains that extend over North America, Eurasia, Australia, and Africa. Grassland plants and animals 
have adapted to survive attack, harsh weather, and limited food options. Grasslands usually support 
scattered trees, and this mixture is called a "savanna." 

Animals of the grasslands are exposed to their predators because of the openness of the landscape. To 
avoid being attacked or eaten these animals have adapted to their environment in ways that protect 
them, camouflaged them, and allow them to escape predators. 

Types of adaptations: 

•   Animal coverings and/or camouflage: Many African animals that live in grassland 
savannas have skin, fur, or scales that either blend in with their habitat or others like 
them. 
o   Examples of animals using camouflage to safely hide: Leopards, Cheetahs, Zebras, 

Giraffe, Snakes, some Antelope. 
•   Living in holes or burrows. This allows animals to retreat underground for safety. 

o   Examples of animals that live in burrows for safety: Mongoose, Ground Squirrels, 
Meerkats, and Aardvarks 

•   Living in a large group or herd. This allows prey animals to have more eyes, ears, and 
noses available to discover nearby predators. Also, running as a herd confuses 
predators who like to single out one prey animal to chase. For predators that live in 
groups, this allows them to hunt as a group and increase their chances of catching an 
animal.  
o   Examples of prey that live in a group: Zebras, many antelope species, and baboons 
o   Examples of predators that live in a group: Lions, Wild Dogs (painted dogs), and 

male Cheetahs. 
 

Basic facts about Cheetahs from the Cheetah Conservation Fund, www.cheetah.org 

https://cheetah.org/about-the-cheetah/for-kids/ 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



ADDITIONAL ACTIVITY IDEAS:  
 

Animal Movement Game: Have students stretch their bodies and get all the sillies out with this animal 
movement game.  You can add music or focus more on yoga movement and here are some animal 
movement suggestions. 

•   Reach up tall like a giraffe 
•   Swing your trunk like an elephant 
•   Sprint in place like a cheetah 
•   Sneak like a leopard 
•   Slither like a rock python 
•   Jump and flap your wings like an ostrich 
•   Bark like a rock hyrax 
•   Stick out your tongue like an aardvark 
•   Crawl slowly like a leopard tortoise 
•   Bray like a zebra (sounds like a donkey) 
•   Cluck like a guinea fowl 
•   Chomp like a crocodile 
•   Spring (jump) like a springbok 
•   Hop like a scrub hair 

•   Tip Toe like a hippo 

 

Class Waterhole: You will be setting up a small waterhole for local wildlife at your school. You can try 
to place it within sight of your classroom so you can see who visits the waterhole during the day and 
look for animal tracks to see who visited the waterhole at night. 

Discuss with the class how wildlife uses a waterhole and reference the questions below. Once students 
understand more about waterholes, have the class brainstorm how and where your class can place a 
small waterhole for local wildlife on your school grounds. Select an area where not many people will be 
walking by as they can scare the wildlife away and damage the tracks the animals leave behind. Also 
choose an area with smooth dirt or sand which is best for seeing the tracks. Also set up your waterhole 
within view of your classroom if possible to view who visits during school hours. 

Questions: 

1. Do you think animals should be provided with man-made waterholes? What about here in North 
Carolina? What about backyard habitats with something like a bird bath or pond? Explain your answer. 

2. For what reasons would animals use waterholes? Any other reasons other than to drink? Yes, some 
animals may take a bath. 



3. Why would animals prefer a waterhole that is open with few trees and bushes around to one with a lot 
of cover? An open area offers fewer places for predators to hide and sneak up on their prey. Prey 
animals feel safer if they can see approaching predators. 

More about Namibian Waterholes:  Namibia is a very dry country in south-western Africa. Namibia gets 
its name from the Namib Desert as most of Namibia is a desert habitat. Many of Namibia’s wildlife are 
adapted to living in these very hot and dry conditions. Tourism is a growing industry in Namibia with 
many people from within Africa and around the world, traveling there to view Namibia’s breath taking 
landscapes and wildlife. A growing tourism industry is good for Namibians and the wildlife as this gives 
local people more reason to treasure wildlife as they can profit financially by having tourists take safari 
adventures to watch and photograph the wildlife. Waterholes benefit the people and wildlife by giving 
animals a source of water and a place to bring tourists to see the animals. Waterholes can be natural or 
man-made. In Namibia, most of the drinking water is far underground and must be pumped to the 
surface much like a well or bore-hole for a man-made waterhole. 

Procedure: 

1. Decide on a place for you class waterhole, this can change if you find that your first try doesn’t work 
well or you want to experiment with the waterhole placement. 

2. Get a shallow bowl, you can cut a large jug or bottle to make the bowl. 

3. Place your bowl full of water at your chosen waterhole sight. It is best if the water is not in direct 
sunlight for the entire day. Look for a tree or building over-hang to partially shade your waterhole. 

4. Put a few students in charge of sweeping/wiping the ground around the waterhole to make a ‘clean 
slate’ for collecting your animal tracks. This is best done at the END of the day. You are looking to collect 
animal tracks that come to the waterhole in the evening and overnight. 

5. The following morning, meet the class in the classroom and prepare for visiting the waterhole site. 
Explain to students that they will need to approach the waterhole site slowly in order not to cover or 
damage any of the animal tracks. Give students a few copies of a local tracks field guide if you have 
some.  

Also bring a ruler for the class to measure the tracks as well as, paper, pencil, & clipboards to draw 
some of the animal tracks. 

6. Travel to your waterhole site and have students observe all the animal tracks around the waterhole. 
Students can make a circle in the dirt around each different group of tracks. This is what researchers do 
to keep the track from getting stepped on and damaged. 

7. Once students have circled all the tracks at the site, have them draw the animal tracks. Encourage 
students to measure the tracks and draw them to scale. 

8. If your waterhole is within view of your classroom, you can place a clipboard, paper, pencil, and local 
field guide near the window that overlooks the waterhole. Encourage students to record the animals 
they see visiting the waterhole. You may also want them to record time of day and animal activity. 



School Yard Safari: I got this activity from a website, “No time for flashcards”  
https://www.notimeforflashcards.com/2014/07/backyard-safari-map-activity.html  

This map activity includes pretend play like students are on an African Safari. 
Reading maps is an important skill not just for the future but it teaches directions 
(as we played we practiced left and right) and uses spatial thinking skills. You 
can use your school playground or any outdoor area near the school grounds 
that you know is safe for students to traverse. 

Gather your materials: You will need some toy African animals, binoculars (or 
make some out of toilet paper rolls), optional safari vest, a clip board, markers 
and paper for making the map. 

Start by mapping out the outdoor space you plan to use. You may want to 
prepare this map ahead of time or if doing it with the students ask them to 
point out landmarks for you to draw. You want to keep it simple.                                            

Next hide your African animal toys and add an X for each animal. You 
might have some spots have two Xs because there could be two animals 
together.                                                   

Invite your little explorers to get ready for the safari! Show students the map and go over it with them by 
asking them if they know what it is. What each part represents etc… don’t explain it all to them, let them 
explain it to you and you can fill in any big blanks if they arise. 

Make sure to explain that when you go on Safari you observe the animals but you don’t take them with 
you. You can also go over wildlife observation etiquette, that they should keep their voices down to not 
scare the animals away. Make sure you take a few moments to talk about what kind of animals they are 
and a little bit about them. You can talk about herbivores and carnivores and how they are different.  

To continue the fun, you could laminate your map and use erasable marker to mark X’s where the 
animals are hidden. After your first-round students could take turns hiding animals and marking them on 
the map for the class to find. 

 

Drink Like A Giraffe At The Waterhole From Pajama Press, 
http://pajamapress.ca/plan_a_giraffe_and_bird_party_part_1_games/ 

The Materials: One glass of water per child, One drinking straw per child 

The Setup: The straw goes in the glass of water. The glass of water goes on 
the ground. 

The Goal: Be the first to drink a whole glass of water. 

The Catch: No bending your arms or legs! 



Browse Like A Giraffe From Pajama Press, 
http://pajamapress.ca/plan_a_giraffe_and_bird_party_part_1_games/ 

The Materials: Thin slices (“leaves”) of green apple, A paring knife, Kitchen 
string 

The Setup: Make a hole in each apple slice with the paring knife and feed a 
length of string through.  

Appoint half of the children as “trees” for the first round and half as “giraffes”. They can switch 
afterward. Give each “tree” a leaf to dangle. 

The Goal: Just like Giraffe when he’s browsing for leaves, eat your apple slice without using your hands! 

Hint: If you’re preparing your apple slices ahead of time, let them sit in lemon juice to keep them from 
browning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

REFERENCES:  
1. Play to Learn Preschool, www.playtolearnpreschool.us/?s=african 

2.  Cheetah Conservation Fund, www.cheetah.org 

3. No time for flashcards, www.notimeforflashcards.com/2014/07/backyard-safari-map-activity.html 

4. Pajama Press, www.pajamapress.ca/plan_a_giraffe_and_bird_party_part_1_games/ 
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Cheetahs: Built for Speed (ADAPTATION METAPHORS ) 

From Cheetah Conservation Fund, www.cheetah.org  

 

1. Paper airplane: Throw it into the air and watch it fly.  The cheetah has a long, thin body to create less 
resistance to wind while running, just as a paper airplane flies easily through the air.   Now crumple the 
paper and throw it; it will not fly like an airplane.   Animals that move quickly through the air like birds 
or through the water like fish are streamlined.   Cheetahs' long, thin bodies help them to run faster.   

2.  Running Shoe/soccer shoe: What type of shoe? (Running shoe / soccer shoe) 

When do we wear these shoes?  (Running / sport / exercise) 

Why are these shoes worn for sports or hiking and not other shoes? (The rough sole provides 
better grip decreasing the chances of slipping and falling)    

Cheetahs’ paws are like running or soccer shoes. The paws have two adaptations which allow 
them to grip the ground. The semi non-retractable claws help the cheetah dig into the ground 
and the grooves on the pads work similar to the treads on hiking shoe. 

3. Sticks: How do the long sticks represent a cheetah's legs?   Long legs increase the stride of a cheetah, 
allowing it to cover a greater distance in less time. 

4. Phone cord, spring or coil: Squeeze and straighten the phone cord, spring or coil to show how flexible 
it is.  This represents the cheetah's spine.  The cheetah has a very flexible spine, which allows the body 
to stretch out in a run.  Together with the long legs, this gives the cheetah a stride of 8m (pace out 8m).  
Cheetahs also have a large portion of muscle attached to their spine. They use this muscle to propel 
themselves forward when they run. 

5. String / ribbon: The cheetah’s tail acts like a rudder helping the cheetah turn while running. The 
cheetah uses its tail like a rudder on a boat is used to steer the boat. The rudder helps the cheetah steer 
and also helps it maintain its balance. 

6. Heart / ball-bicycle pump: What is the function of your heart? (Pump blood with oxygen to your 
muscles) When you are active you need more blood and oxygen to keep muscles working. Animals and 
people get tired when they are very active because there is a lack of oxygen getting to the muscles. It 
takes a lot of oxygen for a cheetah to run at 120km/h. The cheetah has an enlarged heart to pump blood 
and oxygen faster to the muscles. 

7. Binoculars: Cheetahs have excellent vision. It is important for them to be able to see their prey from 
great distances and to sneak up on it. Their eyes work like a pair of binoculars (binocular vision), 
allowing the cheetah to see up to 5 km away.  Cheetahs are able to see a bird at that distance.   



Use a landmark 5 km from the school that the learners all recognize, to help them visualize the 
distance.    

8. Sunglasses: Due to its speed a cheetah has to hunt by day in order to clearly see where it is going.  
When a cheetah is active, early morning / late afternoon, the sun is low on the horizon, often resulting in 
the cheetah looking directly into the sun.   

When you look into the sun can you see clearly?   

How could the sun’s glare affect the cheetah’s ability to hunt and catch its prey? (The glare could 
cause the cheetah to have to squint)   

What do we use to protect our eyes from the sun?  (Sunglasses)    

What structure or marks on the cheetah would function like sunglasses? (Tear marks) 

The color black absorbs light, attracting the glare of the sun below the eyes, not directly into the 
eyes.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Wild Learning Project 

African Animal Olympics    
MATERIALS:  
Measuring tape, Olympic station signs, string, spinach or fruit for giraffe station, stop watch, start & 
finish line markers; cones, tape, chalk, ball, large pool noodles. 

PREPARE:  
Prepare an obstacle course is a large open area. 

1.   Jump up high like a springbok 
a.   Measure 6.5 feet in the air, by making a line on the wall or tree. You can also mark 2, 

3, 4, 5, and 6 feet for students to measure the height they were able to jump to. 
 

2.   Sprint like a cheetah 
a.   Measure out 4 yards and mark a start & finish line with chalk, cones, or tape. You will 

need the stopwatch for this station. 
 

3.   Dance on your tip toes like a hippopotamus 
a.   Measure out 3 yards with a rope or chalk line. 

 
4.   Squeeze yourself like a rock python 

a.   This station only needs the station sign. 
 

5.   Stretch tall like a giraffe to reach food 
a.   Hang a spinach leaf or piece of fruit from some string for each student. Hang in a tree 

or along some rope above the student’s heads that they must stretch and grab with 
only their mouths. 
 

6.   Roll a dung ball like a dung beetle 
a.   Measure out 3 yards on the ground, mark a start and finish line with cones, chalk, or 

tape. Place an X or a few X’s at the finish line for students to aim for. Students will roll 
a ball from the start to the X’s at the finish line. You can vary the ball rolling technique 
based on students age and physical mobility. Students can roll the ball with their 
hands and crawl on all 4’s, kick the ball, or have the students crawl backwards with 
their back legs pushing the ball towards the X like real dung beetles. 

 
 
 



7.   Carry grass home like a termite 
a.   Measure out 3 yards and mark a start and finish line with cones, chalk or tape. Have 

pool noodles at the start line. Students will carry one pool noodle at a time to the 
termite mound at the finish line and then back to the start for the next student to start, 
like a relay. You could also use toilet paper or paper towel rolls to represent the 
grass the termites are carrying. 
 

8.   Crawl like a leopard tortoise 
a.   Measure out 4 yards on the ground and mark the start and finish lines with cones, 

chalk, or tape. 

 
PLAY THE GAME: 
Take students to the African Animal Olympics stations and explain that they will become animal athletes. 
Take students to each station and have them try each obstacle before moving to the next. See station 
signs below. 

 
STATION SIGNS:  

 
1.   Jump up high like a springbok 

The springbok can jump 6 to 7 feet in the air to evade predators  

 

2.   Sprint like a cheetah 

At 70 miles per hour, a cheetah can run 30 yards in 1 second. See how fast you can sprint 3 yards. 

 

3.   Dance on your tip toes like a hippopotamus 

Hippos glide across a river all day on their toes. Try to tip toe across the rope like a 
hippopotamus. 

 
4.   Squeeze yourself like a rock python 

Rock pythons squeeze their prey to kill it and eat it. Give yourself a big strong hug like a rock 
python. 

 
 



5.   Stretch tall like a giraffe to reach food 

Giraffes have long necks and tongues to reach the highest leaves in the trees. Try to reach for the 
leaves only using your mouth. 

 

6.   Roll a dung ball like a dung beetle 

Some species of dung beetle roll up large balls of animal poo or “dung” to feed on and to feed 
and protect their young. See if you can roll your ball of dung to the X at the finish line. 

 

7.   Carry grass home like a termite 

Carry grass like a termite back to the mound. Termites use grass to feed the fungus that they 
farm to eat. Play the relay race to move all the grass to the termite mound. 

 

8.   Crawl like a leopard tortoise 

Leopard tortoises, like all tortoises are slow moving animals. They don’t need to be fast with a 
hard-shell to protect them. See if you can crawl as slowly as a tortoise to the finish line. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



African Safari Worksheet 
 

 
 
 

Baboon  
(Monkey) 

 
 
 

Ostrich  
(Biggest Bird) 

 
 
 

Elephant 

 
 
 

Rhino 

 
 
 

Giraffe 

 
 
 

Tortoise  

 
 
 

Jackal  
(Looks like a Coyote) 

 
 
 

Warthog 

 
 
 

Leopard 

 
 
 

Yellow-Billed 
Hornbill (Bird) 

 
 
 

Lion 

 
 
 

Zebra 

 


